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Vandalism rate in dormitories declines
by, %bray 10. 1183

Recession, security unit
and changing attitudes
cited for improvements
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By Mark Sweeny
The recession has indirectly lowered the vandalism rate in the SJSU
dormitories, said Will Koehn, director of residence hall security.
Students take their education more seriously because of the economy
and they cannot waste time in college,said Koehn who has been in charge
of dormitory security for three years.
Koehn also said because of this attitude change, students are less likely
to damage campus property.
Koehn said in 1979 vandalism totaled $85,000, but he estimated 1982 costs
at $5,000.
Although Koehn has not yet received the 1982 crime figures, he is nevertheless optimistic of the falling crime rates.
West Hall resident director Rene Singleton said, "Four years ago,
many parents paid for college. Now, many students are busting their butts
to pay for their college education. They respect the property more because
they are paying for it."
Although current residents are more security-conscious and are not inclined to let strangers into the dormitories, the yellow jackets security team
is responsible for the low crime rate, said Bruce Jensen, Markham Hall adviser.
Koehn added that the yellow jackets started patrolling the dormitories
in January, 1980. Within one year, crime statistics were reduced by 62.9 percent according to a report recently released by SJSU University Police.
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Campus dorm security team members Paul Fleeoum (left) and Josef Flores (right), check the hallways of one of the campus dormitories. Their presence helps deter crime.
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The yellow jackets are paid by dormitory resident fees. The security
team is composed of 18 dormitory residents.
Koehn said that he has hired women in the past, but none have applied
recently.
During peak and morning hours, three two-man security teams patrol
the dormitories. Because of security reasons, Koehn declined to discuss the
patrolling shifts.
Koehn said the security guards check each dormitory three times an
hour. Since they are highly visible, they deter people from vandalizing a
dormitory or assaulting a resident.
Koehn said that he hires applicants who are intelligent and use common
sense in stressful situations. He bases his selection on the applicant’s background and interest in law enforcement.

By Janet Cassidy
The admissions and records
office has altered its registration
procedure in an attempt to reduce
the number of students registering
late for classes, according to Ed
Chambers, the office’s director.
The new system might mean
more dollars for SJSU, Chambers
said.
All late-registering students
will be sent a letter, informing
them to pay their fees and obtain
instructors’ signatures for added
classes by Feb. 18, Chambers said.
The change was made because
of a growing concern over the
number of students enrolling after
deadlines, he said.
"We want students to be more
aware of deadlines," he added.
According to Chambers, SJSU
receives funds from the Chancellor’s Office based on a statistic
called "full-time equivalent students."
FTES represents the amount
of instructional service the university will have to provide this se-

’nester It does not represent the
number of actual students enrolled.
FTES is calculated by taking
the total number of course units
taken by students and dividing by
15.
Only those students who have
registered and completed add/drop by Feb. 18 will be included
in the calculation of the university’s FTES. Chambers said.
Add/drop forms should be
dropped off at the South Wing of
Wahlquist Library. instead of the
S.U. Umunhum Room, Chambers
added.
The university’s enrollment
figures and a total FTES must be
sent to the Chancellor’s Office by
"census date," Feb. 25. Chambers
said.
"Students registering after
that date will not be considered
part of the FTES count for that semester," he said.
"That means dollars lost for
the university," he added.
In previous semesters, admis

sions and records officials continued to send the letters to students,
and accepted them, after census
date. Chambers said.
Because of this, 286 new student records were added to SJSU’s
fall 1982 files, amounting to a definite loss in potential funds for the
university.
The new process, however,
does not affect students who have
registered through computer advance registration and paid their
fees early, he said.
Because of the fee increase,
students who went through CAR
have until Feb. 25 to pay extra
fees, he said.
The fee increase for full-time
students for the spring 1983 semester is $64. Part-time students pay
$21.
Chambers pointed out that the
deadline for students applying for
graduation in May is also Feb. 25.
Undergraduates must apply at admissions and records office. Graduating seniors should go to Administration Building. Room 150, for
applications.

By Cassie MacDuff
In the second major SJSU theft in two weeks, University police are reporting $2,000 worth of telephone
equipment stolen from a locked campus room.
Police say the equipment disappeared from a
locked business classroom sometime between 5 p.m.
Friday. Feb. 4 and 8: 30 a .m. Monday, Feb. 7.
During the Christmas weekend, a $2,125 video recorder disappeared from a locked storage room in
Hugh Gillis Hall, formerly the Speech and Drama
Building.
Jerry L. Thomas, director of graduate programs
for the School of Business, discovered the telephone
equipment theft when he returned to Business Classroom 103 Monday morning after locking the room for
the weekend on Feb. 4.
The equipment was used to make multi -station
conference calls, according to Thomas.
"It looks likes telephone but it is absolutely worthless unless you are a telephone company with all the
rest of the equipment that goes with it," Thomas said.
"You can’t just plug it into a wall at home. It won’t
work."
Thomas said the thief has probably discovered by
now that the telephone cannot be used without special
equipment and the $2,000 phone is "lying in a trash can
somewhere."
The telephone equipment was on loan to the Business School from Western Electric Co. Thomas said
the theft of loaned equipment reflects badly on the university and that the incident was "embarrassing" to

the Business School.
Police have no suspects in the case, according to
University Police information officer Russ Lunsford.
A Sony Beta editing video recorder/player disappeared from the Hugh Gillis Hall sometime between
4:30 p.m. Dec. 23 and 9 a.m. Dec. 28, according to television engineer Michael D. Gallagher, who reported
the theft to police.
"I checked the room Thursday night before I left
to make sure all the recorders were there and the room
was locked," Gallagher said. "Friday was a holiday.
When I came in Monday. it was gone."
Police say there was no sign of forced entry. The
machine was marked as SJSU property with stenciled
lettering on the top and side.
Police have no suspects in the video equipment
theft either, Lunsford said.
Gallagher said the speech and drama department
received the equipment three weeks before the theft.
The recorder/player was used by television students to
edit class projects.
-It was ordered in July when the fiscal year
began," Gallagher said. "We hadn’t even gotten the
monitors ( TV screens) for it yet."
The department considered renting equipment to
replace it but "it’s not feasible. It costs $45 a day to
rent," Gallagher said.
Students will have to use a recording machine borrowed from the school’s TV studio as a makeshift editing machine, he said.

Bookstore supports removal of ’porno’ magazines
By Karen Sorensen
The Women’s Center is just one
of many groups and individuals who
have requested the removal of specific publications from the Spartan
Bookstore, said Nancy McMahon,
manager of the general books department.
But they are the only ones outside of store employees, she said,
who have met with any success. Student employees put material out on
the shelves and sometimes express
their views on its literary value, McMahon said.
In December, 1981, the Women’s
Center presented a slide show to McMahon and bookstore manager Rob
Duval on the link between violence
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Weather
Cloudy skies are expected
today with increasing cloudiness
for tonight. Showers are possible
this evening and Saturday. Temperatures will be near 60 today
with a low of 50 tonight.

and pornography. They also presented the store with a petition calling for the removal of pornagraphic
material, said Karen Hester, a coordinator of the Women’s Center.
Shortly after, several pornographic magazines were removed
from the shelves.
"We’ve had a lot of pressure to
remove material," McMahon said.
Other publications people have
objected to include the books "Our
Bodies Ourselves" which contains
pictures of women’s anatomy, and
"The Joy Of Sex," McMahon said.
People have also objected to the
stocking of anatomical charts and
books dealing with murder, she
said.
"Several people came to me and
said they felt we were condoning a
violent act because we carried
books that dealt with murder," she
said. "Some of them turned the covers around but we never took the
books off the shelves."
McMahon called the removal of
the pornographic magazines a "coincidence" following the meeting
with the Women’s Center
"The only thing the Women’s
Center did was bring the magazines

Manager calls magazines
’pulp literature,’ without merit;
date of removal a ’coincidence’
though, according to McMahon
to our attention," she said. "They
would have been removed in short
period of time anyway."
McMahon said she has worked
at the bookstore for four years.
"We’ve been removing material
and adding material ever since I
came here," she said. She further
explained she doesn’t have time to
go through the magazines as soon as
they come in so, she is not conscious
of every title on the rack.
When the bookstore makes a decision to remove a publication from
the shelves, they do so on the basis
of literary merit, McMahon said
"I’m not making moral judgements," she said. "The magazines
they (the Women’s Center) brought
to my attention I thought were pulp

literature. I’m talking about magazines, newspapers and books that
are totally without literary merit. 1
don’t want them in here and whether
someone else judges them pornographic or not is not the determinant.
"It’s my personal opinion that
this kind of cheap literature does
just the opposite of what we’re ( the
university) all about here. That’s
really why I took them off the
shelves," McMahon said
Prok,ssor David Grey. specialist in media law and ethics, said that
the bookstore has the right to choose
the publications it will carry, but
added, "What they’re doing in a
sense is censoring so, they’re flirting with the first amendment."
Every bookseller censors in

some way what is read and what
material will come from the store,
McMahon said. Because of limited
space, "it can’t be a totally objective thing."
"I try to play to the demand,"
she said, "but I’m still not going to
carry what I consider garbage in
any area of this bookstore."
Other factors such as popularity
play a part in what the bookstore
stocks, McMahon said.
The pornographic magazines
removed were not selling well,
according to David Friedley,
bookstore assistant manager.
"It’s part of our job to select
merchandise," Friedley said. "We
are looking at it from a merchandising angle.
"We’re not gods. We’re not trying to determine what you read or
don’t read."
Friedley said he welcomes feedback from people on what is carried
in the store because the purpose of
the store is to service them
"That doesn’t necessarily mean
that because they want something in
or think we should remove some-

thing that we will do that, but we’re
certainly going to weigh their request."
Students are able to special
order publications which are not
found on the shelves, McMahon
said.
"We’ll order anything they
want," she said. "If they want a
Harlequin romance or a Hustler
magazine, we’ll get it for them if it’s
possible."

David Friedly
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Athletic department scores big
Athough the SJSU basketball team
suffered a great loss last week when
one of its top players, Darrell
academically
Johnson,
was declared
ineligible to play, the SJSU athletic department gained a great deal from the action. It
gained credibility because critics of the
athletic department believe department
officials too often put sports ahead of
academic achievement.
Johnson’s release came after an investigation of his junior college records
revealed that his grades dropped below the
"minimum acceptable level for admission to
the university," according to Lawrence Fan,
sports information director.
According to a bulletin released by the
informal
office, Johnson thought he had
officially withdrawn from courses at a
Maryland junior college. lie had, however,
proper
withdrawal
failed
to follow
procedures, which resulted in an unacceptable grade point average.
Even though Johnson may have been
dismissed simply because he did not follow
bureaucratic procedures, there is a more
important aspect of the dismissal: students
who don’t meet academic standards do not
get accepted to this university.
The University of San Francisco, US(’

det

and UCLA have had the integrity of the
entire school compromised because of
questionable recruitment practices by their
basketball programs.
USE, in a decision that sent reverberations of shame throughout college
sports, decided to abolish their men’s
basketball program.
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hool’s integrity is slowly and
A
laboriously earned. To have it tarnished for
the chance of improving a team’s win -loss
record is to act recklessly with the pride of
all the students who have ever attended the
university.
Athletic Director Dave Adams showed us
that he and his department has the kind of
scruples it takes to run a program that is
open and above board.
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Johnson was not just an ordinary player;
he could have made a big difference to the
basketball team this season. We wish he had
the grade point average needed to gain admittance to this university. However, we
State
why
the California
recognize
University system exists in the first place:
to mold students into better human beings by
providing them with facilities necessary to
gain knowledge. Athletics are only a small
part of our school system, and should be kept
in perspective.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

In my opinion. . .

Sororities provide unique bonds
Marianne was a typical college student. She drove to
school, searched for a parking space, arrived late to
class and sat through a lecture among 50 strange faces.
After class she closed her notebook and drove home
again.
It frustrated Marianne to be walking through
campus looking at an endless sea of unfamiliar faces.
She was eager to learn more from college than
psychology and business law.
Then she found out that a sorority was just the thing
she was looking for.

camps for underpriviledged girls are just a few of the
benefactors of SJSU sorority generosity.
There is opportunity for developing leadership
qualities that is bound to help in later life.
Sorority members themselves control what happens
in their houses. Many officers, from president to
membership director to house manager, are elected
each year.
Officers work with national officers, school officials,
other sorority officials, and most importantly, each
other.
Meetings are not filled with gossip, but with
sorority-related business.

By Lisa Ewbank
Staff Writer

A sorority is a group of college women linked
together by the unique bond of sisterhood. Each group is
different, but is founded on similar principles -- the
promotion of leadership, cooperation and growth as a
woman and an adult.
Sure, a sorority is fun. The social aspect is one of the
most important parts of sorority life. Exchanges -- gel to-know -each -other theme parties between a sorority
arid a fraternity -- take place at least twice a semester.
The one-a -semester pledge dancer, to honor new pledges
are the highlight for the pre-initiates.
Rarely does a sorority woman walk through campus
without seeing at least some people she knows.
But although parties are a permanent fixture in the
life of a Greek, more important functions of a sorority
are not to be overlooked.
Many national and local philanthropies benefit from
money raised by concerned sororities. The American
Heart Association, Sight Conservation and Aid to the
Blind. Crippled Children’s Hospitals, and summer

TALKMAN:

Finances, community and school relations,
scholarship and national sorority concerns are just a few
of the major topics considered at each meeting.
This may sound like a club or a girl scout troop, but a
sorority has more.
The rituals used in meetings, pledging ceremonies
and initiation are throw -backs to earlier times, with
words spoken that were first spoken over 100 years ago
by a group of women not unlike those in sororities
today -- college women looking for something more
than just a degree.
The main advantage of a sorority is that it provides
the opportunity to learn to live with, and get along with,
others. A person can’t help but learn to compromise if
she wants to live in a house with 40 or Soother women.
Sharing, compassion towards others and diplomacy are
learned out of a necessity enforced by the living
situation, and those qualities are usually carried with
each member throughout her life.
Sorority life doesn’t stop with graduation. Alumni
associations are in cities around the country and the
world to aid sorority members in finding housing, jobs,
and other sorority members.
So for Marianne, and many other college women like
her, a sorority was just the thing to make her life at San
Jose State more worthwhile and memorable.
This article reflects the personal opinion of the writer.

Norwegian sex
not pertinent
Editor:
Did you ever wonder why some
people argue about a topic that
doesn’t pertain to anyone in particular, except maybe a Norwegian?
I’m referring to Denice Chambers’
Feb. 3 opinion article about sex on
the dance floors.
As Ms. Chambers tells us,
"Dance and sex should be kept
separate in public." As of yet, the
two haven’t converged around here
as a public indulgence. Society will
keep on dancing because it is a part
of all of us that must be released. As
Ha relock Ellis said in "The Dance of
Life," "Dancing is the loftiest, the
most moving, the most beautiful of
the arts, because it is no mere
translation or abstraction from life:
it is life itself.
Aaron Crowe
Journalism
freshman

Women’s Center
is out of bounds
Editor:
This is a response in reference to
the article that was written in
Monday’s Spartan Daily. The article
was in regards to the Pi Kappa
Alpha’s 1983 Dream Girl Calendar
vs. the Women’s Center.
First of all I should state that I
am a little sister to the Pi Kappa
Alpha house and the opinions in this
article are from a biased female

point of view.
I feel that the Women’s Center
was stepping way outside of their
boundaries by verbally "ripping"apart the calendar.
If one was to look at the
calendars featuring the men of USC,
one would find very attractive young
men with unbuttoned shirts on. Now
in my opinion, showing a bare chest
could be just as offensive as a pair of
female legs in silk stockings and
high heeled shoes. I would also like
to point out that you do not hear men
objecting to the calendars such as
the one put out by the USC women.
May I also say that I know
Randy Parker i the producer) very
well and he is as far from being
sexist as one could be. How could a
man who is Little Sister Coordinator, and is directly involved with
the little sister organization of the
house bs sexist?
Think about it.
Brenda Gill
Pi Kappa Alpha
Little Sister

Article correct,
headline wrong
Editor:
In regard to the article written
by Mike Holm (Feb. 91 concerning
the 1983-84 budget, I feel compelled
to point out a major error.
The body of the article was
accurate, what lam protesting is the
headline, which read: "A.S. Board
cuts groups from budget." This is a
great misrepresentation of the
budget procedure, as well as of the
A.S. board of directors. First, these
groups were not cut from any

budget, rather, they failed to file a
request by the announced deadline.
Budget stipulation number one
all
that
reads
organizations," . . . are responsible for full knowledge of the rules
and procedures . . " Stipulation
number two guarantees that all
eligible groups will be notified of
these procedures. These groups
were notified, placing responsibility
in their hands.
Second, the A.S. board of
directors will not be involved in the
budget procedures until April, when
the Budget Committee will present
its recommendations concerning
those groups that did file requests on
time. The board couldn’t have cut
the three groups listed in the article
by Mr. Holm.

I would talk to other
women and try to gain
some insight on women, so
when I was transformed
back into a man, I’d have a
better understanding of the
opposite sex.
Evan Yee
Photojournalism
senior

It would make me feel
morally obliged to become
involved
in
women’s
organizations. As a woman
I would feel more
motivated to become
politically involved.
Gary Fitz
Anthropology
senior
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Stephanie Iluer
Political science
junior
A.S. hoard of directors
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All letters must bear the
writer’s name, signature, major.
phone number and class standing
The phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan Daily.
Letters can be delivered to the
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bente!
Hall, or to the information center on
the first floor of the Student Union.
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Asked in front of the Clark Library.

I think I’d have a great
time, because I have
fantasies about being born
a boy and being rugged and
being outside and outdoors
and he-man. I’d live it.
Pat Wagner
Natural Science
junior

Ii

Again, I point out the body of the
article was indeed accurate, but in
the future, perhaps the Daily
editorial staff should read its own
reporters’ articles before writing a
headline.

What would you do if you were the opposite sex for a day?

I’d probably do
something really macho
like play football and hang
out with the guys.
Julie Book
Advertising
junior

Son

I’d try and get a good
idea of what men really
think about women I’d also
like to see how women treat
men. I have my own idea of
what men think, but I’d like
to know from their point of
view.
Annette Niblack
Interior Design
senior
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Pikes celebrate pin-up calendar’s debut
mumbling approval, others just staring
Parker was looking forward to a rest
"I feel like I’m ready for a breakdown,
he said, "not a celebration."
The $3 pin-up was to have gone on sale at
the party Wednesday, and at the bookstore
Thursday.
Parker said the ink would be dry Thursday morning and upon assembly the calendars would be trucked to the bookstore.
He expected the calendar to be ready by
noon Thursday.
At about 10:30 Wednesday evening, Parker was forced by a raucous, heavily partisan
crowd to make some official announcement.
He thanked everyone involved in the project, then flanked by five of the models appearing inside the calendar and the one hired
for the cover, Parker was serenaded with a
bawdier version of "For He’s a Jolly Good
Fellow."
Parker then pulled a calendar out of a
large manila envelope and handed it to Mike
Ruspil, the house philanthropy chairman.
Ruspil said that calendar, the first one to
come off the presses, would be signed by as
many of the models as he could round up and
raffled off at a party Friday night.
Money from that raffle, along with contributions being sought from local businesses

By Mike Holm
Beer and wine coolers flowed freely
Wednesday night at the Pi Kappa Alpha release party for the calendar that almost
wasn’t.
Another in a series of small mistakes
held up the printing, which once again postponed delivery of the Pike’s calendar.
Calendar producer Randy Parker explained that on Tuesday morning two names
were reversed on a printing plate. A new
plate had to be made, so printng did not start
until Tuesday afternoon.
Since the ink takes 24 hours to dry, so the
debut was delayed again, he said.
Parker said the calendar had been
planned for relaese back in mid-January, but
mixed-up credits for photography, props and
costumes, names and early proofs with 31
days for every month, set publication back
again and again.
Parker and other members fraternity
members did manage to put together 15 copies to show the crowd waiting at the Pi Kappa
Alpha house that night.
Nailed to a wall opposite the bar were 13
copies, one showing the cover and the rest
showing 12 months from Jan. 1983 to Feb.
1984.
Groups of three and four filed by. some

and donations trom individual members,
would be donated to this year’s Alpha Phi
Heart Fund drive, Ruspil said.
Earlier, Ruspil said he was particularly
proud of PEA winning the Heart Fund drive
for two years in a row.
In 1981 the house collected $200 for the
drive, he said, and $560 last year.
This year’s goal is 8700.
The crowd, as expected, was biased toward the calendar.
Partygoers consistently said calendar
would help SJSU’s image and those complaining about sexism are making a mountain out of a mole hill.
With only 15 calendars finished, none
were for sale that night, but one admirer just
could not wait.
One of the calendars tacked up for display was pilfered less than an hour after it
was hung.
No one seemed to mind though, and onePike member said it really did not matter because nearly 200 calendars have been promised as gifts anyway.
Jerry Arnold said this was because of
"Pike Time," which runs one-and-one half
hours behind Pacific Standard time.
Arnold also said the
party would be run according to new Inter-Fraternity
rules. The rules limit the
length of such parties to
Boys will be boys but should "girls" be women? Fraternity calendar has stirred up controversy.
four hours, and require
that they end by 12:30 a.m.
An early survey of the guests indicated that few
planned to flow those rules.
At the 12:30 deadline there were still 45 to 50 of about
200 partygoers still in and around the house. There were
no incidents, except for a single San Jose Policeman who
stopped by at midnight and asked the revelers to be a
little quieter.
One fellow came all the way from San Diego for the
party.
and
Chad Einbinder said San Diego State’s Pi Kappa
Alpha chapter and San Jose State’s have very close ties,
so when he got word of the calendar and the party he decided to come up.
He planned to take a few copies of the calendar back
to San Diego in hopes of getting one started in his own
chapter.
(Buy Either One-Good Any Time
A similar pin-up would have more competition at
150 E. San Carlos, S.J.
SDSU, Einbinder said, because SDSU Associated Students puts out both a "Men" and a "Women of SDSU" cal(By Men’s Gym)
endar every year.
292-2840
The Pikes said they hoped to have tables set up out4-11Sat
11-11 M -F
side the bookstore and the Dining Commons to sell the cal=COUPON
endar by Thursday afternoon

coupoN.
GRANDE PIZZERIA
$2.50 OFF
Any size Special Pizza
With The Works

ONLY $2.00

For A Giant
Pitcher Of Beer

& Sunday

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
LADY SPARTAN BASKETBALL
MERCHANTS NITE
At our Spartan

Victoria Hamlet

Senior Constance Collins, December’s calendar girl,

with juniors George Adiich, center,

advertise in the
Spartan Daily

Delivery of pizzas
may be a little late
By Jan Fjeld
Students anticipating
pizza delivery from the
Spartan Pub may have a
little longer to wait.
The Pub has been
working with plans for a
system
delivery
pizza
since last semester, but
lack of proper transportation is stopping the initiation of the system. No date
has been set for opening
the delivery.
Finding suitable transportation is the only thing
stopping the deliveries,
according to food service
manager John Carrow.
"We’re looking for a
light-weight carrying device," he said.
It would preferrably be
an electric cart with a
oven,
warmer/holding
according to Carrow.
He said Spartan Shops
is here to serve the whole
campus community, but
initially the pizza deliv
eries will be only to rest
dent hall students.
Carrow said there v, 11 I
be no delivery charges for
the pizzas. The prices will
be the same as the Pub.
"We will probably
need to hire three or four
-more people to handle the
pizza delivery," Pub man -

ager Joann Basher-Marahrens said.
She said two people are
needed to handle the delivery, one to take orders and
another to make the pizzas.
The physical facilities
are sufficient, but an extra
phone line is needed,
Basher Maharens said.

Remember someone
special on Valentine’s
Day with a Hallmark
card and fancy
candies from
Whitmans.

Lady Spartan 2-12-83. Host for nite
Go lady
ORCHARD SU pp! v Spartans

HARDWARE

FOOTHILL REALTY
AND ASSOCIATES
258-0390

0

- -’

0

0

0

-"a

lir I

.41 IllerlIJ

17W Santo Li.,. Si
Sin Jose
ANI 7227

’Show your Indeni

Residential

Santa Clara Si

A Restaurant

Vincent A

412E SANTA CLARA Si
SAN JOSE CA 95112
TEL I 4081 297 1000

Carbone

Ave
Realtor

JACK-IN-THE-BOX
Eat here or take out

225-4281

148

E. San

998-9148

Carlos St.

SAINTE CLAIRE HILTON
Markel and San Carlos

Nancy Estelle
General Manager

977-0403
Restaurant

HAMMUSHI
Japanese Cuisine

Also

ART CLEANERS
400 E. Santa Clara St.

IRWIN CLEANERS
Alterations by Vallilo
294-8757
424E. Santa Clara
T -Bird Specialists
18 N. King Rd.

(408) 446-4262
(Hama)

102 S MARIO T SI

Deann Madden

80 East San Carlos Street
All food available to go.
Call in orders or eat here

947-1333

Al Heib-Owner
251-1368

THE BURGER KING
66 Almaden Ave (off Santa Clara St.)
Next to Greyho,_ fid Bus Depot
287-7877

Symons’

Nu r ss_ry

Wholesale Retail
A Complete Line
of Ornamental Trees & Shrubs
Presented by

Frank DI Fore

2951875

750 Willow Street
San Jose, CA

Also Country Store and Gift Shoppe
Over 260 Imported Beers

MODERNE DRUG CO.
it) East Santo

293-4900

MAYFAIR AUTO WRECKERS’

20030 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, California 95014

I 0 core nd got /0. /re,

Lunch M,F IliOn-nRal
Dinner Mr IIPM lOPM
Sal SPM-10P141
Sun SPIII-9PM

Maple Press

Industrial

elimple)
,,,
,
,f..J.A (ir,

(408) 292-0100

Commercial

2721 Alum Rock

3378 Monterey Road

298-8484

PACI F I C

MCDOMICES
II

STAND & EAT

Breakfast, Lunch. Chnner

Special Valentinn otter good Sunday Feb 13
and Monday Feb 14

_.,

90 E. San Carlos
San Jose, CA 95112
293-4844

292-7505
Frederic H. Allred

HILTON ST CLAIRE TIOTtE

...for only $11.95*

0

Ave

0

Shrimp, Scallop and Lobster Skewer,
Champagne and a Flower.

...*.

1130 Branham

AInternational Ravel Center

(
%

0

Ser0/111I Ions

300 Alum Rock Ave

THE SPUR RESTAURANT

0

S_ 4---._ --’---1-._

Dial "M" for

Silver Creek Plaza
1751 E. Capitol

realtori-i

Hotel -Lounge

Spartan Daily

San Jose
710 West Carlos St

Over 50 Year,
’We the above,
salute the Lady
Spartan Sports Dept."
.1141.ED
1.1.141-11)

A delicious way to say
"I love you"
Co

Umonn

San Jose State vs. Fresno State

551 E. Santa Clara St.

10 th St. Pharmacy
and Santa Clara
f

Advertise
in the
Classified

=.----

Gym

on Campus
Fourth Street
Son Jose

BIG BASKETBALL GAME’

105 I

The first couple ot
weeks could cause problems, but when a proper
routine is worked in the
system should be more et
ficient, Basher-Marahrens
added.
"If it comes down to
not finding transporta
tion," Carrow said, "we’re
probably going to have
something made up."

Syn.+, non San !one nate

Sat.,
Feb. 12,
7:30 p.m.

Many prizes will be awarded. Sponsor ed by the following San Jose Merchants.

)110
--- --- -.--.----__=- ____.--

Seco Me
lutes MAO
postage paid at sat,
Jose California Member of
California
Neu spaper
Puhlishers Association and the
Assialated Press
Published
daily hr San JIM‘ Stale
University . during the college
year The opinions expressed in
the paper are not necessarily
those of the Department of
Journalism and Mann Coin
munirat inns. the Ilniversily
Administration or any student
or faciaty organization Mail
subscriptions accepted on a
remainder id semester basis
Pull academic year. $15 Each
$7 sir
semester
lift-campus
price per copy. 15 Cents On
ramptis
delivery paid for
through Associated Students at
per participating enrolled
student Phone Editorial 277
ital
Ads Priming 277-3171
Printed hy Fricke Parks Press

and Mick Jones eye the Pikes’ 1983 calendar.

Clara St

Joseph R. Antuzzi It
Owner
Lunch & Cocktails
(408)984-0475

CAMPAGNA, ANTHONY D. JR.
PIK), mac ist Owner
998 8800

THE BEVERAGE DEPOT
2180 W. San Carlos St
(408) 293-5333

3190 The Alameda
Santa Clara CA 95050

IRISH COFFEE’

Friday February 11 19830 Spartan Gaily

Page 4

SPORTS

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
LADY SPARTAN BASKETBALL
MERCHANTS NITE
BIG BASKETBALL GAME!
...San Jose State vs. Fresno State...
Sot., Feb. 12
7:30 p.m.

ft

At our Spartan Gym on Campus
Fourth Street San Jose
Many prizes will be awarded.
Sponsored by the following San Jose Merchants.

FLOWERS BY

ROSE MARIE

398 E. Santa Clara
295-4321
SAIGON II
RESTAURANT
Vietnamese Cuisine
8. Seafood
3741. Santo Clara St
288-9511 7 days
9am to 9 pm
(Fri. and Sat 9am - 3anti

ARMADILLO PIZZA
120 San Carlos
286-7444
Also
1360 Stevens Creek Rd
245 3882

THE DUGOUT LOUNGE
/4 RESTAURANT
152 Post 8 San Pedro
292-7418

ATLAS COINS
U.S. & Foreign Coins
165. Second St.
(408) 286-9750

SUNLITE DONUTS
Wholesale -Retail
352 LiSanta Clara St.
27 5- 1292
Mon -Fri 9am-7pm
Sot 9am to 9 pm

ECONOMY IMPORTS

Japanese 8. Lui opean Car
8 Truck Ports
493 So. First St.
998-5060

BF GOODRICH

Rose -Murry Tire Srvice
477 S. Market St.
San Jose, CA 95113
293-8915

DING HO MARKET
41 Washington St
Santa Clara
243-3650

ALUM ROCK CLEANERS
3092 Alum Rock Ave
Owner -Eleanor Mcleod
258-3978

EASTSIDE LOCKSMITH
Dennis Weaver
31 48 Alum Rock Ave
926-0887

KEYES CLUB
Owner-H.D. Childs II
396 Keyes St.
998-2714
ROYAL STUDIOS, INC.
60 S. Second St.
(408) 292-5846
John C. Lucas, Presidero
Representatives

HAMMER & LEWIS
THE BURGER HOUSE
"Featuring the best old
hamburgers
fashion
homemade fries in Son
Jose"
388 F Santa Clara
(at 8th St.)
For orders to go coil
292 2882

THE FAMOUS
PA CIFIC FISH CO.
17/ W. Santo Clara St.

David Walsh
General Manager

Clothing 8 Furnishings
28 N. Market
295-580/’
Since 1921
Socializing in Hats
Se Bahia Espanol- -Iry

JUST FOR LAUGHS
The Comedy Playhouse
29 N. Son Pedro
287-LAFF
Jim Valentine

FACTOY STORE
145 W. Santa Clara

998-3066
WILLOW GLEN INN

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
Tenth and
Santa Clara St
(408) 294-9111
Bob Holley, Pharm. D
Mikki McCallum, R.Ph.

THE HUB CAP

499W. Son Carlos
Also
3327 El Camino Redi
Santo Clara
1970 El Camino Real
Mt. View
Alum Ave. 8 White Rood

GRANDE PIZZERIA
Italian Restaurant
Socializing New York Style
Pizzo
Deep Dish Pizza
150 East San Carlos
(Cor ner 4th)

1072 Lincoln Ave.
292-4866
Banquets -Weddings
Break fosiLunch-Dinner
t. irk tails

CINEBAR COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

69 E. San Fernando St
998-9429
292-9562

11th

& E. San Carlos St
(For All Your Needs)

ROBERTS

BUSINESS

MACHINE
345 S. 4th

294-1 7 1
Also
Bee 8 Dee Office Equir
4065. Bascom
293-9672

413 E. Santa Clara St.
297-4566
Professional Body Builder
Ed CarneyIFBB Mr. America
IFBB Mr Universe

HIBERNIA
142 W. Santa Clara
(at San Pedro)
Member FDIC
408) 297-0553
TRINE’S FINE MEXICAN
FOOD 1
89 E. San Fermin&
279-9222
Also
62 South 2nd St
998-9674

BOWMAN’S
FLOW ERLAND

ir
rr
al

Sopie"
297-2600
1673W. San Carlos St.
Flowers for Everyone
8 All Occasions

LITTLE AL’s

Tracy

Good Drink
Good Food

SJSU center Greg Vinson reflects the general mood of dejection after the Spar
tans were trampled by Utah State Thursday night 7665.Vinson was held to just

805 Lincoln Ave
Willow Glen
Al Ron
998-1667

HUNTERS
OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

New 8. Used
21 E. San Fernando St.
294-2091
Owner, Dick Dean

DOWNTOWN
LOCK & KEY
25 E. Son Fernando St
998-3442
"Go Spartans’

476 S. 10th
292-3470
Also
16873 Monterey Rd.
Morgan Hill -778-3730

AAA BOOKKEEPING &
TAX SERVICE
Virginia R. Taylor
110 E. San Salvador
294-7821
or Res. 225-9456

Mexican Food
Beer & Wine
470 S. 10th St.
279-9496
TANDY LEATHER CO.
1645W Son Carlos St
197-4656

GONGS PLACE

Fast Food To Go

4th 8, San Fernando St

By Lisa Ewbank
Emerging from the
losers’ lockerroom was a
rustrated. hoarse, yet gracious Bill Berry.
His
usually -capable
Spartans had just been the
victims of a Berry tonguelashing, as well as another
PCAA loss - this time to
consistent Utah State 76-65

Colter( Rnans Grind Yn.r ^w,
Also P Nut 801e Grind Your Own
Also Fresh Tot,

518 5 10th

LONG’S
VARIETY CENTER
19S Second St
Gifts Ceramics
Custom Jewelery
Novelties Clothing
Shoes

DISCOUNT
CAMERA SALES
171 S 3rd St
275-9649
For All Your Needs’

CAL VENIENT
bam- 2am
Liquors Food Store Deli
297-2666
449 Keyes St. (at 10th
1880 N Milpitas Blvd.
at Dixon landing Rd
Also Cherry ft Almi.den
Robertsville

COUSINS
BATTTERY SHOP
920 Lincoln Ave.
792-6054
292-1146
Mark & Chris Willsey
Owners

Thursday night at the Civic
Auditorium.
In a game where everything that could have
gone wrong did, SJSU was
never really in it. Even
after pulling to within four
points on Chris McNealy’s
lay -in with less than two
minutes left.
"I can’t really blame

the defense," Berry said. hitting only 46 percent
"I have to blame the of- from the field and an
fense because of all the abominable 36 percent
from the free throw line.
turnovers."
Kevin Rowland ill
The Spartans had 26
turnovers in all, 1001 them points) and Gavin Copeland i 10 points) were the
in the first half.
And if that wasn’t bad only other Spartans in douenough, aside from Mc- ble figures.
Nealy who racked up 28
"Utah is a good team
points), they were ice-cold,
with good chemistry,"
Berry said. "They did a
good job sagging in on the
middle."
In the brief scoring
spurt near the end of the
game. Rowland looked like
the outside shooter of old,
hitting three straight shots

CHICK 8. RIB
RESTAU RANT

REID HILLVIEW AIRPORT

Breakfast Lunch
Dinner
Food To Go
148W. Alma
294-5565

FLORIST
1

TOWER SALOON
& RESTAURANT

dz long-stemmed roses in a gold box, baby’s
breath, fern, floralite, ribbon and a card.
about our free
carnations
with any purchase

Ask

2Q5-2430
163W,

(408)259-6334
2635 Cunnialam Avenue

PARADE RIA
CASAVICKY
Mexican -American Food
35 N. Market St
7 Days a Week

GOLD SEAL
SHOE REPAIR
lilies I Shoe Repair Servir
98 S 2nd St
286-434 I
Clerance Moore -Owner

MERRY
OLUSMOBILE
Paul Gilbreoth-Sales Mgr
525 So. Market St .
298-3969

30-MINUTE FREE DELIVERY
SUN.THRU THURS.
11AM-1AM

KEN’S HUBB
BAR BERSHOP
318 S. 10th
279-9955
Tues-Sat 9am- 6pm

286-7444

FRI.8AT.11AM- 2AM
IMMINOMin====1110=milINEIMMINIMII=1MON=MNI

VALUABLE COUPON

VAL ABLE COUPON

s10.0 off any Pizza

MEXICO
PHOTOGRA PHY

I

4 FREE COKES

JAPANESE AND
EUROPEAN CAR
AND TRUCK PARTS

WITH ANY PIZZA

Passport Citizenship
Viso 0
Mica
Portraits Weddings
Ovinceoneras
Prof es sional Services
14S. Second St.
(408) 292-4330

EL TORO MEXICAN
FOOD RESTAURANT
N Mork et St
794
17")

UNDERGROUND
RECORDS
19S.3rd St
286-8303
"Freedom Isn’t Cheap’

Berry was at a loss for
words as to why the Spartans played so poorly.
"Maybe we were too
tight, or we tried too hard,
or maybe we just had a bad
game," he said. "The best
thing about this game,
though, is that it’s over."

By Sam White
Don’t despair. It’s not too late for all the would-be
Larry Birds and Julius Ervings of SJSU to "take it to the
hoop!"
Sign-ups for five-a-side intramural basketball are still
being taken by Leisure Services until Feb. 17, according to
Peter Vadney, student assistant intramural director.
The season, which lasts five weeks, gets off to a
"Jump" on Feb. 23. The league is designed for all levels of
players from pro to beginner, and includes a women’s
division as well. So all the Cheryl Miller proteges of SJSU
have their chances, too.
Games will he played on Sunday, Monday and
Thursday nights at the women’s gym, with each game
lasting approximately one hour, Vadney said.
For those who prefer a less rigorous workout, sign-ups
are also being taken for the one-day badminton tournament, also offered by leisure services.
According to Vadney, the one-day single elimination
tournament is tentatively set for Feb. 25 from 8a.m. to 11
p.m. It will be comprised of two divisions: singles and
doubles. Team members playing in the singles division
must be of the same sex, while doubles team members
can be coed or of the same sex.
For information on these and other programs,
students can call leisure services at 277-2972.

Master Charge
Visa
San Jose CA 9 5 148

Come in or
Order by phone

to seemingly spark the
lackadaisical Spartans.
Utah freshman Greg
Grant led the Aggies with
23 points, while doing a
good job on SJSU center
Greg Vinson, who was held
to just four points and was
only one-for-seven from
the field.

Intramural
programs

1 dz.

FREE DELIVERY IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY

(In the heart of
San Pedro Square)

SAN JOSE FOOD COOP
Coon, I ain’t) Dealn-rnt

sive,,a

four points on the night, while tlis Aggie counterpart Greg Grant led his teani with
23. The Spartans,5-5, host the Long Beach State 49ers at 8 p.m. tomorrow.

Aggies whip cold Spartans, 76 -65

Santa ClaraSt

SUPER TAQUERIA

ANTUNA’S
7-11 STORE

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

r

I

:

NAMI

I

NAME

PHONE

/

PHONE

ONE

Eimumminimumummmisomumminmm

Pf A COUPON

IMM==.18MIIMIMMEI

ONE PIZZA PEA COUPON

HELP WANTED
Apply in Person120 E. San Carlos St.
San Jose, 286-7444

MUST HAVE CAR!!!

I

4935. FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95113
(408) 998-5060
15% STUDENT DISCOUNTS

mitiOOKSIft
COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
TEE‘Si

Selection of SC11’01

F’S

lion

III

South Fla

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABI,ES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS INC.
420 TOW N&COUNTRY VILLAGE

OPEN EVES&WEEKENDS 243-620
STEVENS CREEK AT WINCHES Eit tom)

SPORTS

4or uP AND

WALK( IT’-)

viA cr! THE

ALDO MAPS&
PUN AEKt,SH
51111E
BEALL), 81.14
WOOED HAVE
FOK Mt.
TA y ED!

citEe

i1

-
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NOT
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SPARTAGUIDE
KSJS radio FM 91 will present "The Creative
Source", a weekend of jazz fusion music. For further information call Joel Wyrick at 277-KSJS.

The Marketing Club will sponsor a "Meet the Chapter" party on at 8 p.m. Saturdat 725 E. Julian St. For more
information call Michele at 998-2088.

The Meteorology Department will present a seminar
Downbursts and Mierobursts During the NIMROD and
JAWS Project," with speaker Ted Fujita at 12:30 p.m.
today in DH 135.

The Marketing Club will present a baked goods and
flower sale in front of the Student Union from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Monday. For more information call Michele at
998-2088.

La Cosa Nueva will present Latino music, news, and
information on KSJS FM 91 today from 2 p.m. to 1 a.m.
today. For more information call Delores at 277-KSJS.

The opening for "Ellen Yetvin: The River Paintings’
will be from 7 t 9 p..m. on Monday in Gallery 5 of the art
building.

Deer Park
8 to 10
inches new, 126 inch foot
base, powder and machine
groomed, 1 triple chair, 2
surface lifts.
Homewood 4 inches
new, 84 to 174 inch base,
machine groomed, packed
powder and open powder, 3
chairs, 3 surface lifts.
Squaw Valley:
-8,200 feet 7 inches
new, 168 inch base, powmachine
and
dera
groomed, cable car, gondola and 12 chairs.
4 inches
-6,200 feet
inch base, powder
new.

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1938

Echo Summit
5
inches new, 144 inch base,
machine groomed, packed
powder and open powder,
full operation.
Sierra Ski Ranch 4
inches new, 138 inch base.

V Or
41
I, MPLAN

1...

Mt. Reba 5 inches
new, 195 to 180 inch base,
powder and packed powder, 7 chairs.
2
Dodge Ridge
inches new, 144 to 168 inch
base, powder on packed
powder, full operation.
No
Badger Pass
new,
1144 inch base,
packed powder, 3 chairs, 1
surface lift.
Mammoth Mountain
No report.
No
June Mountain
report.
Sierra
Summit
Trace of new, 108 to 132
inch base, powder and
packed poweder, 3 chairs
and I surface lift

.1

JUANITA Y NAYO ULLOA

94108

FRANCISCO: (415) 433-1763
94301

PALO ALTO: (415) 327-0841

SQUARE 94704
natair-vdck
. (415) 849-4044
El eithiliF;76i 75324363

ATTENTiON STUdENTS ANd FACULTY

of the Incas and the
L’...the eerie ancient sounds
Aztecas,...the most lush and romantic sorts of
modern piano artistry..."

kinkoss
kinlars
kinkoss
kinkcrs
kinkoss

SECURITY PACFIC PLACE

0499 HAMILTON AVENUE

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

277-3171

The Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity will sponsor a
"MASH," theme rush party from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. tonight at 567 S. 8th St.

packed
pow(lei
and
groomed, 7 chairs.
Kirkwood
6 inches
new, 180 inch base, powder
and packed powder, full
operation

CALL 800-223-1782 FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
OUR OVER 110 CENTERS US. & ABROAD.

Daily
Classifieds

The Hillell Jewish Student Club will present a Shabbat Dinner at 7 p.m. today at 300 S. 10th St. For more information call Lisa at 298-0204.

11 1983

GMAT CLASSES
ENROLLING NOW!

WELCOME TO OUR CENTERS
OPEN DAYS, EVES & WEEKENDS

ElI-1 ONE

The Akbayan Filipino Club today will have a recruiting table on the first level of the student union with information of club events. For more information call Eleanor
at 734-4445.

The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and Sigma Nu Fraternity will sponsor a dance in the S.U. Ballroom on Feb.
12 from 9:30 p.m. until 2 a.m. For more information call
Vernon Owens at 971-8800.

and machine groomed, 7
chairs. 2 surface lifts.
Tahoe Ski Bowl 4 to
12 inches new, 108 to 210
base,
inch
machine
groomed, packed powder
and open powder, 2 chairs,
1 surface lift.
Heavenly Valley 3 to
4 inches new, 96 to 132 inch
base, machine groomed
powder and open powder,
19 lifts.
Ski Incline
1 inch
new, 78 to 102 inch base,
machine groomed, packed
powder and open powder, 5
chairs.
Mt. Rose 32 inches
new, 108 to 168 inch base,
machine groomed powder
and open powder, full operation.

imwder, full operation.
3 to 4
North Star
inches new, 84 to 132 inch
base, machine groomed,
packed powder and open
powder, full operation.
Alpine Meadows 8
inches new, 138 inch base,
machine
and
powder
groomed powder, 9 chairs,
1 surface lift.

Here are the ski conditions at major resorts in
California and Nevada, as
reported on Thursday by
the California State Automobile Association.
16
Lassen Park
inches new. 156 inch base,
powpowder and packed
der, 1 triple, 2 surface lifts.
14 to 20
Boreal
inches new, 204 to 228 inch
base, machine groomed,
packed powder and open
powder; 4 chairs day, 2
chairs night.
Donner Ski Ranch
No report.
Open
Soda Springs
weekends only.
24
Sugar Bowl
inches new, 228 to 336 inch
base, powder and machine
groomed powder, 2 double
chairs and tram.
6
Tahoe Donner
inches new, 96 to 144 inch
foot base, powder and machine groomed packed

KEVIN YEAGER
I 0100’ 1
VEN tok T
(NANCE

,.. A1 I SAID

Friday, February

IR) The Associated Pre,

season, with losses chalked up by their last four opponents: the University of California, Oregon State, San
Diego State and bong Beach State.
SJSU’s last victory came against U.C. Davis, skimming by with a five point advantage.
The Lady Spartans stand at 2-5, hoping to break their
four-match losing streak.
The University of Northern Colorado will meet SJSU
with a 4-8 standing.

CAMPUS GREENS

Page 5

Ski resorts report good conditions

Lady gymnasts return to SJSU
Lady Spartans’ gymnastics coach Lyn Cross predicts
plenty of tough competition at Friday’s three-way meet
against the University of Oregon and Northern Colorado.
The meet is scheduled for a 7:30 p.m. start in PER 117.
"It should be a very close meet," Cross said. "Their
scores are pretty close to where ours have been."
With only two competing gymnasts left, Oregon will
begin tonight’s meet with an 0-0 record.
The Lady Spartans are 2-5 after four meets this

Spartan Daily

TALENT AUCHITIONS

DISNEY CHANNEL
NATioNAI. T.V. Show

FOR

NEW

"Up ANd ComiNci"
SiNws,

gRoups,

dANCE,

pERFORMANCE,

MIMES, COMICS,
TALkiNq ANIMALS, ETC.

481 E. San Carlos 295-5511
93 Paseo de San Antonio
(at 3rd St.) 295-4336

All siNglif ACTS ChOSEN will RECEIVE $200
All c.,Roup ACTS ChOSEN Will RECEIVE $400
Audi -I-kinds will bt kid us Thf UMUN/IUM ROOM is ThE STIAIENT
UNION FROM 10 AM TO 5 pM ON SATURdAy IFT1). 12Th,

TODAY NOON T01:00
STUDENT UNION UPPER PAD

San Jose

Foe audiyioN St

SPONSORED PY SUPRO

408-946-1282

(All:

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
JOBS Good
SUMMER
ALASKA
money$$ Parks fisheries wilder
nets resorls logging and much
Summer

more

Employment

Guide

1983 employer listings

$495

Alesco. 15281 Sohey Rd

Saratoga. Ca 95070
BEER MAKERS, Lowest prices in the
Bay Area. Convenieno location
Itntersechon of 01 end 171 Tee
pets and Co 2 Systems Bulk
malls end complete wine making
supplies Books and gift darns
Beginners Beer Kil makes 9 gallons
14 cases1 $3395 Beerrnakers of
418 St

1040 N

America

288

6647. Son Jose. CA 95112

$300 fon mfornuaion

SEAFAX

B 4. Firso and Laurel. Port

Angeles. Washington 98362

$358 Cl

8pm

Fri at 7pm

Toes at

Call 998 8226

MWF 11 12noon
WANTED SPERM DONORS Need all
Middle
especially
moron/limes
ant eslory
Los twos
Call 3580431

[whim

Medri al Cron

AUTOMOTIVE
/ICI( ’67 Vs
8850 or

Great rood
510

5 or all of the above For apart
men. neat campus 47 per hour
Call Don 295 7438
IF YOU’VE SOLD INSULATION. Cable
you’ll love
TV oleo:ones etc
thisi Starlets avg
plus
door

gram has been en easy sale nonce
1977
18 hours Pro week we
train CAII us this is a good lob,

HONDA

5spd

122 North

quote

$4700 228 8778 aher Sion
71 RENAULT TS16 Good gm mtg..
Good running cond Funky 111000
RIO Lve msg., 415 966 1577

FOR SALE
tyrKON EM 35niiii amera Body only
Excellent coriddrun
12010ffer
Karyn 224 1870 after tlorn

HELP WANTED

KITCHEN HELPER WANTED Pau unie
Eve
thin
Apply
on
person
OKAYAMA Rest 585 -AN 81551
insurance

required

Car with
Part time

Apply 510 5 1015
JOBS

OVERSEAS

Summer voter

round Europe S Amer . &Astra
I,. Aso. All fields $500 81200
monthly Sightseer’’, Free info
Del Mar, CA 92625
WAREHOUSEMAN
PART

TIME

$4 00hr Stockmanidriver for fro
ren food co Some heavy loloong
Work hrs 1 In 5pm Weds
Fro and 9am to noon Sat

Tinos
Steady

298 4900
WORKSTUDY STUDENT WANTED for
3 recreation emotions el 14 50ihr
Flexible Ins Call Juno 998 4400

HOUSING
lb.

garden M.
Across street Oruro SJSU Carporo
10 lease
Available
and courlyaod

BEAUTIFUL

Cl $385

lb,

mu

Call 292 5452 for

appoinlmeed In see
COTTAGE FOR RENT 2 BR. 1 bath 5
blocks from campus Rent plus ono
Imes 8400tmn Cell 294 3024
RECENTLY REMODELED. huge lap
untie
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Survey suggestions called unfeasible
By Caitlin Thielmann
An 18-month study of
the future of California
State University has been
criticized by some for providing dreams without
practical solutions, according to a recent Associated
Press story.
The purpose of the
study was "to demonstrate
the trustees commitment
to look ahead." said
George Marcus. member
of the Board of Trustees.
The trustees are concerned
with making education
more enriching. he added.
recomstudy
The
mends that
"An Olympics of the
Mind" could he established
10 "nurture ere.ii IV(’ a

*

synthetic thinkInteractive group sessions- might be scheduled,
rather than lectures, and
-Faculty could be engaged in a pedagogium,
that is, the study of pedagogy, as a part of their initial and ongoing preparation for their roles."
Several trustees, administrators and faculty
leaders said vague suggestions such as these do little
to help Cal State in this era
of financial constraint.
according to the Al’ release.
"I found no enthusiasm anywhere for the report, and that’s an understatement.- said a trustee

*
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who asked not to be named.
The 91 -page report was
prepared by the Committee on the Future, headed
by trustee August F. Coppola and composed of university presidents, trustees and students. The
committee visited the 19
CSU campuses and the
Office
to
Chancellor’s
gather information.
The committee came
to SJSU in October of 1981.
Several discussions and forums were held to discuss
the future of the CSUC system and SJSU.
President Gail Fullerton said the Committee
on the Future cost SJSU a
"sizeable amount."
The Spartan Daily, in
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1081, reported that the university was assessed $4,000
to $5,000 for travel costs for
the group. Several hundred
dollars were spent from
non-state funds for two luncheons and one dinner.
"I don’t know . . . if
this is the type of thing we
should spend money on at
this time," Fullerton was
quoted as saying at a press
conference after the committee had departed. "But
I wasn’t asked," she
added.
One trustee, who asked
not to be named, said that
there was nothing specific
in the report that could be
pinned down.
In defense of his work,
Coppola said that the report was not intented to be
a plan for the system.The
committee was merely exploring some possibilities
for the future, he added.
"We’re living in a society where people want
things done for them,"
Coppola said. "That was
not my purpose."
Other trustees praised
the work as well.
"The report stands for
itself," trustee Claudia
Hampton said. "It is an excellent report."
Coppola said the work
cost $72,000, but other university officials placed the
total between $150,000 and
$200,000 when campus vis-

its were included, according to the AP wire.
A It hough
Coppola

asked the trustees to endorse the work by sponsoring -a symposium of fu -

lure," the board sent the
report to Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds, asking her

and her administrators to
decide what to do with it by
September.

Look. . . can’t you see it?

Karen Kelso

Susie Kangilaski guides blindfolded Debra Chapman around campus for a Beginning Drawing class exercise designed to alter perception.

SJSU course probes terrorism
By Alicia Tippetts
SJSU students now have a chance to
learn how terrorists think.
"Terrorism and the Criminal Justice
System," is an "experimental" course offered by the administration of justice department this semester.
Professor Harry Allen said the purpose of the course is to "get the student to
understand how terrorists think, how they
select targets, how they plan, and why
they do what they do."
"Terrorism is crime," Allen said, "a
different kind of crime with political motivations behind it."
"Non-terrorist societies attempt to
handle it (terrorism I tha way," he said.
Allen said terrorists exist because
people are sympathetic to their cause, or
by intimidation.
Groups commit terrorist acts for various reasons, he said.
The Basques in Spain, for example,
use terrorism in an attempt to be free of
Spanish rule. That is a nationalistic
movement. Allen said other groups want
to overthrow their government, not for
separatism, but to make them communist.
There are other terrorists who commit acts to focus attention on them and
their cause. Whether terrorist activities
generate support or criticism depends on
who the group "targets as their audience,"Allen said.
The course also attempts to explain
how different countries cope with terrorists.
Allen said the Italians have a scientific-intelligence agency which cooperates
with the police by exchanging information. They also rely on informants.
"The greater the reward, the more
likely someone is to talk." Allen said this
is a common saying among those who deal

with terrorists.
Allen said the British treat terrorists
like "common criminals" with no special
rights.
The United States, Allen said, learned
to deal with terrorism as "unconventional
warfare" in 1967, too late to win the Vietnam War.
"We tried to treat Vietnam as a conventional war, but it wasn’t," Allen said.
"It was a terrorist war and we weren’t
prepared to deal with terrorism as a form
of warfare."
He said by the time the United States
did learn how to deal with it, the war waslost.
Until recently, only the FBI was legally authorized to cope with terrorism in
the United States. Now the military may
pass information to local authorities. The
CIA cannot "legally operate in the United
States," Allen said.
There is not much terrorism in the
United States, however, Allen said. This is
because we can participate in society and
remove leaders by voting and can help
change society.
The terrorism that does exist in the
United States would be "intercommunity.- black vs.white, poor vs. rich," Allen said.
Allen said that the Ku Klux Klan is
considered to be a terrorist group in the
United States.
Although terrorist activity in this
country is not as common as in others, the
1984 Olympics in Los Angeles presents a
"good chance of having some sort of terrorist act," because of the may people
from around the world converging in a
large territory. Allen said.
Allen thinks the course will be offered
again because terrorism is a subject that
law enforcement majors realize they will
have to deal with.
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